
Sir Arnold Wesker (1932-2016) 

Sir Arnold Wesker was an inspirational playwright and author and created literary works which have 
lives of their own and will continue to enthral and enthuse readers and audiences throughout the 
world.  We all have a limited life span and must hope that what we contribute is worthwhile and  
 
Arnold was a writer who never stopped wanting to say something erudite, important and entertaining. 
He sometimes felt frustrated by his successes, always wanting to better them and he would never give 
up writing, whether plays, books, pamphlets and often sending scorching letters to critics, directors, 
producers whom he often felt didn’t understand the importance of what he was saying.   
 
He didn’t make the leap into film screenplays, probably because he was so independent that he couldn’t 
be a team player if it meant he would have to compromise. That is the loss of the film industry because 
Arnold had so many fine thoughts and ideas that should have been featured on the silver screen.   
 
His works were often raw, aggressive and portrayed the human spirit battling against the odds and yet 
coming through the darkness into the light.   
 
His seminal work was possibly “The Kitchen” (La Cuisine), expressing the potent stories gleaned from his 
time working in the kitchens of Parisian restaurants; his three plays, “Roots” (Racines), “Chicken Soup 
and Barley” (Soupe de poulet à l'orge) and “I’m Talking About Jerusalem” (Je parle de Jérusalem) were an 
acclaimed trilogy which have been produced and performed countlessly in so many countries, 
particularly within Europe where his sublime abilities were greatly acknowledged.   
 
“Chips with Everything” Des frites, des frites, des frites..,) was another powerful example of his earthy 
style of writing and he has written so many gifted plays that I am sure will be re-discovered by future 
generations.   
 
He was a long standing supporter and advocate of the International Theatre Institute and for many years 
was an integral part of its Playwrights Committee. He was also the Chair and Director of the British 
Centre of ITI and after handing over to me he continued to advise and guide throughout my own long 
tenure.   
 
ITI recognised his huge contribution by making him as a World Theatre Ambassador in 2008 and I tried 
to repay in some small way my debt by taking him to the International ITI Congress in Madrid, where he 
was very much and rightfully acclaimed by all the other ITI delegates.   
 
Arnold was a joy to know. 
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